Review of Goals, Objectives and Strategies
REVIEW PROCESS

• Strategies - Objectives - Goals
  • New
  • Delete
  • Modify
  • Combine
REVIEW PROCESS

• New Strategies
  • New strategies (highlighted in blue) proposed in the homework assignment?
  • Add any new strategies today?

• Delete Strategies
  • Delete the strategies (highlighted in red) proposed in the homework assignment?
  • Delete any strategies today?
REVIEW PROCESS

• Modify Strategies
  • Modify strategy (highlighted in green) proposed in the homework assignment?
  • Convert to a charter?
  • Convert to an objective?
  • Move under another objective?

• Combine Strategies
  • Combine with another strategy?
CATEGORIES OVERVIEW

Strategies are organized into the following categories:

• **Operations** - Activities needed to run the current system.

• **Actual/Already in Progress** - IHS has already initiated actions in this area.

• **Improvement** - Actions to improve the systems through reorganization of some process or service.

• **Longer Term Implementation** - Would require longer than 5 year implementation.

• **Beyond Our Scope** - Requires actions from outside agency, legislative changes, significant resources beyond current budget.